The experimental system at the Rare Isotope Science Project (RISP) is designed to use stable heavy-ion beams and rareisotope (RI) beams from the production and the separation systems (in-flight (IF) separator and isotope separation online (ISOL) systems) at the project's accelerator complex for research in pure and applied science. The facilities for pure sciences are being designed to carry out experiments in the beam energy range from a few keV to hundreds of MeV/nucleon for fundamental science research. The RISP will establish various spectrometers, such as a recoil spectrometer (KOBRA), a large acceptance spectrometer (LAMPS), a highresolution spectrometer (HRS), a zero-degree spectrometer (ZDS), and a high-precession mass measurement system (HPMMS) with a collinear laser spectroscopy system (CLS).
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